
DEBILITATIVE EMOTIONS

Chapter 7 Vocabularyâ€”Emotions and Fallacies. Debilitative Emotions- Emotions that prevent a person from functioning
effectively. Facilitative Emotions-.

There are several guidelines for the healthy expression of emotions. Debilitative emotions prevent us from
relating effectively. There was the week where four guys were assigned roofing instead of cleaning, one week
they were pouring sidewalks, and the list kept going. Chose the best language to truly be expressive about
emotions. Monitoring emotional reactions allows for debilitating feelings to be noticed. Distorted
self-perceptions can generate emotions that interfere with effective communication. We can never wind up the
subject of emotions. Recognize the difference between feeling and acting. This is key to coming up with
positive self-talk to counter the debilitative emotions. After a blow up, we then precede to work on bringing
everyone back together in time to leave for school. Culture plays a role in the way we express emotion and in
how we interpret the emotions of others. The definition of debilitation is the depletion or sapping of strength
or energy. Debilitative emotions are more intense than facilitative emotions. I could overgeneralize in the
shortcomings, but then I would only focus on the negative and not look at the positive sides of the matter.
Third, fallacy of shoulds is the inability to tell the difference between reality and what should be. How does
your self-talk keep you worked up? Verbal expressions are used to display emotions. Happens all the time! No
big surprise there. Nonverbal reactions include blushing, perspiring, and behavior such as posture, gestures, or
different vocal tone and rate. That was the Sunday where the night before I ended things with my boyfriend of
a year and a half. Once you are aware of what triggers you, you can start to address that issue. Instead of
giving in to this fallacy, we need to think about what consequences may arise and if they are that serious.
Minimizing debilitative emotions can be achieved to defeat the self-defeating thinking that leads to debilitative
emotions. We put on this face of being the perfect person who has it all together so that others around us wont
see our weaknesses. The fallacy of causation is the belief that one should not do anything that will cause harm
or inconvenience to others because it will cause undesirable feelings. Once again, we blame something else to
feel no responsibility or control. I could shelter myself and stay in my comfort zone as to stay away from some
catastrophic event, but in the end, it is doubtful anything bad will happen and if something does, we can deal
with it. Sometimes, it can simply be a matter of the degree of intensity of an emotion that gives it the
debilitating label. For example: it is one thing to feel down in the dumps. I truly believe part of the reason why
is because people accept irrational thoughts that lead to illogical conclusions, which then are turned into
personal debilitating emotions and makes us crazy. Duration is another way to distinguish between a helpful
emotion and a debilitating one. There are many influences on emotional expression; we are all born with the
ability to reveal emotions, but over time one develops differences in emotional expression. Now, this can be
good if these thoughts and ideas are positive or truthful, but how often do our minds turn to the negative and
we start over analyzing to the point where we are frustrated, stressed out, and want to quit life? Once again,
the fallacy of overgeneralization in shortcomings sucked the energy right out of someone. Accept
responsibility for your feelings by not blaming others for how you feel. We never finish turn around until
really late! I was not okay. Usually it is better to delay expressing feelings or even never express feelings,
depending on the situation.


